The need for efficient seismic interference (SI) attenuation solutions is essential to reduce time-sharing that is very costly. We present two SI attenuation methods, both based on the automatic vector field estimation of the SI local moveout. The first method proposes an automatic determination of tau-p mute parameters, while the second one uses line integral convolution and the estimated vector field to separate SI from reflection hyperbolas. Because of the automatic detection of SI attributes, they require little user interaction and the processing time is short. Both methods are tested on real shot gathers and successfully attenuate the SI while preserving the reflections.
Introduction
A frequently encountered problem in seismic data is the presence of various types of coherent noise and in particular, marine seismic interference (SI). SI is encountered when several seismic vessels operate simultaneously in close proximity. If the amplitude and/or moveout of the SI exceed certain limits, then the operating vessels normally have to commence time-sharing. Unfortunately, this is costly and can also lead to significant delays in survey completion. Operating vessels have been known to commence time-sharing at distances up to 100 km. However, as a rough guideline, SI are often seen as problematic when vessels are closer than 40 km, which is often the case in busy summer seasons offshore Northern Europe and in the Gulf of Mexico.
Generally, SI and coherent noise removal algorithms can be classified into two groups. The first group is based on the realization that coherent energy in the shot domain often appears as random noise in other domains (Larner et al. 1983) . Random noise attenuation tools like f-x prediction filtering (Canales 1984) or thresholding methods (Elboth et al. 2010 ) are then applied to the data, before it is sorted back to the shot domain. This SI attenuation approach has been used by Akbulut et al. (1984) and more recently by Gulunay (2008) . However, in the case where shot-point intervals of interfering vessels are synchronized, SI appears at the same arrival time in consecutive shot gathers. Therefore, SI cannot be randomized when sorted to other domains and the whole approach breaks down. Another limitation concerns methods that involve amplitude thresholding. They require the SI amplitudes to be larger than the reflections amplitudes, which is not always the case.
The second group of SI removal tools is based on noise modelling and subtraction. An early example is Kirlin and Done (1990) that uses singular value decomposition to identify coherent events in the data and then subtract them. Finally, more recent approaches estimate the source position and/or firing times of the SI. The SI are then modelled and subtracted like in Brittan et al. (2008) . The success of these methods strongly depends on their ability to build up an accurate model of the SI. This article presents a method for an automatic estimation of SI moveout, which is then used as an initial step in two techniques. The first technique consists of the automatic generation of a tau-p mute, while the second technique uses the line integral convolution method and an estimate of vector fields to separate SI from reflection hyperbolas.
SI moveout estimation
In a commercial setting where a processor has to go through gigabytes of data, the user interaction needs to be minimized. We present here a method that works on individual shot gathers and estimates the SI moveout without user interaction. This step will be used further by both techniques presented later.
We start by dividing the shot gather into J space windows where each window contains all the samples and the same number of traces. We scan each space window by using a small sliding window in time and space. In each sliding window, two neighbor traces are cross-correlated to obtain a vector 3c ). This value is close to our SI moveout estimate p which is considered to be sufficiently accurate.
Finally, we obtain an SI vector field in the shot gather 
Method 1: Automatic tau-p mute
Our first SI removal method consists of the generation of a tau-p mute using the SI moveout estimate p . However, to refine the tau-p mute, we also estimate the central arrival time of the SI in the shot domainτˆ, thereby providing us withτˆ in tau-p domain. . The determination of τˆfor our real dataset is shown in Fig. 3b .
Thus, the estimation of τˆand p defines a fairly accurate tau-p mute shown in Fig. 3c (green window). Since a forward-inverse tau-p transform is not considered as signal preserving, we choose to mute out everything but the SI in tau-p domain and then perform an inverse tau-p transform. Finally, we adaptively subtract the SI from the original shot gather, providing an SI attenuated shot gather (Fig. 3d) . The difference plot in Fig. 3e shows a good preservation of reflection data.
Method 2: Line integral convolution
The second method uses a method referred to as line integral convolution (Cabral and Leedom 1993) . The line integral convolution (LIC) is an imaging technique that uses texture advection to densely visualize vector fields and render images with a large amount of details. Compared with simpler integration-like techniques, where one follows the flow vector at each point to produce a line, it has the advantage of producing a whole image at every step. We have adapted the LIC technique for SI removal, taking advantage of the fact that SI can be expected to locally be rather coherent. For every sample of the input gather (t , x), a local streamline that starts at this center sample is calculated in the forward and backward directions for 2L+1 samples, following the input vector field SI V . The output value in (t , x) is then the median value of all the amplitudes along this streamline. Since SI is assumed to be coherent along the line integral, it adds up constructively. Conversely, the reflections hyperbolas are not coherent over the same line integral and in most cases just stack out. Here, LIC filters the input shot gather along local streamlines defined by SI V to generate an estimate of the SI with large amount of details. This SI estimate is then subtracted from the input shot gather to produce a SI attenuated gather. Figure 4 shows two real shot gathers contaminated by SI from a single interfering vessel: one with SI from ahead and one with SI from astern (top and bottom, left). Both are processed with method 2 for 
